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FIRST POLARIZED PROTON COLLISIONSAT PHENIX�Yuji GotoFor the PHENIX CollaborationRIKEN (The Institute of Physis and Chemial Researh)Wako, Saitama 351-0198, JapanandRIKEN BNL Researh Center, Brookhaven National LaboratoryUpton, NY 11973, USA(Reeived July 30, 2002)The RHIC started operation as a polarized proton ollider. We tookdata of transversely polarized proton ollisions at ps = 200 GeV for thesingle transverse-spin asymmetry measurements of many hannels with thePHENIX detetor. The operation and data taking in the 2001�2002 runwill be reported.PACS numbers: 13.85.hd, 13.88.+e1. IntrodutionThe Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven NationalLaboratory (BNL) started operation as a polarized proton ollider. All de-vies for the polarized proton ollisions were suessfully operated and �rstpolarized proton ollisions at ps = 200GeV were ahieved on Deember11th, 2001.The maximum value of the luminosity reahed up to 1:5�1030 m�2s�1.This is 20% of luminosity whih was planned many years ago for the �rstyear luminosity. Polarization was lower than expeted. The average value atone ring alled as the yellow ring was 17%, and that at the blue ring was 14%.The maximum value ahieved was 25%.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3767)



3768 Y. Goto2. Polarized proton ollisions at PHENIXAt PHENIX [1℄, we obtained data for the single transverse-spin asym-metry (AN ) measurements of many hannels. As shown in Fig. 1, thePHENIX detetor onsists of two entral arms to over the mid-rapidityregion (j�j < 0:35), and two muon arms to over the forward rapidity region(1:2 < j�j < 2:4). Full detetors in the two entral arms and one of themuon arms (south muon arm) were operational in the 2001�2002 run.
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Fig. 1. PHENIX detetor in the 2001�2002 polarized proton run.In proton ollisions, the event rate was muh higher than heavy-ion ol-lisions. It reahed up to 40kHz. Although the data aquisition system of thePHENIX detetor was upgraded to deal with 1kHz event rate and 70 MB/sdata logging, events of interest were required to be seleted in the �rst-leveltrigger.In order to selet high pT photons, �0s, harged hadrons, and eletronsin the mid-rapidity region, a trigger system with Eletro Magneti Calorime-ters (EMCal) and Ring Image �erenkov (RICH) ounters was onstruted.



First Polarized Proton Collisions at PHENIX 3769Several types of ombinations were made with di�erent energy thresholdlevel and oinidene level in the EMCal-RICH trigger system. In this run,the main trigger for �0 and harged hadron measurements was 800 MeVthreshold EMCal-only trigger. By using this trigger, we olleted about60 million events.For high pT muons, another �rst-level trigger with muon-identi�ationdetetors was made. In the south muon arm, we took data to measure ANof muons whose momentum was more than 2 GeV/. We olleted about30 million muon events.To make the minimum-bias trigger with higher e�ieny for inelas-ti reations and to monitor luminosity, we made a new ounter whih isalled a Normalization Trigger Counter (NTC). The minimum-bias triggerwas made with the NTC and beam-beam ounters. We olleted about200 million minimum-bias trigger events.Luminosity was integrated from January 7th when the �nal trigger on-�guration was �xed until January 24th, 2002. The �nal integrated luminos-ity at PHENIX was 0.16 pb�1. Fig. 2 shows the integrated luminosity inthis period.

Fig. 2. Integrated luminosity reorded at PHENIX in the 2001�2002 polarizedproton run.In the 2001�2002 run, we measured the single transverse-spin asymme-try, AN , with transversely polarized proton ollisions. Statistis of the ANmeasurement is estimated by integrating the �gure of merit, P 2 L, where Pis polarization and L is luminosity. It was 4.5 nb�1 at the yellow ring and3.2 nb�1 at the blue ring.



3770 Y. Goto3. AN measurementsIn 1990, Fermilab-E704 measured AN of �0, ��, and � in large-xF kine-mati region [2℄. They observed unexpetedly large AN . In order to explainthese phenomena, many theoretial models have been developed. Qiu andSterman alulated a twist-3 e�et [3℄. Anselmino et al. made a model withtime-reversal odd fragmentation funtions [4℄. They both explain the E704data well. Although these models are appliable just at high pT, E704 datais lower than the high-pT riteria. Physis in the E704 kinemati region andthat in the RHIC region an be very di�erent. The data of E704 an bedominated by the soft physis, and that of RHIC an be dominated by thehard physis.In the entral arms, we took data to measure AN of �0s and hargedhadrons in themid-rapidity region with transverse momentumup to 8GeV/.The asymmetry of �0 in the mid-rapidity region was also measured at E704[5℄. They observed the asymmetry onsistent with zero. On the other hand,a large asymmetry was observed in the lower pT region [6℄. The statistisat PHENIX is muh larger than E704 data espeially at high pT. Fig. 3shows expeted statistial errors of the AN measurement of �0 at PHENIXompared with those at E704. Qiu and Sterman's model alulation on the�gure was made with their ode, although their model is not appliable inthis kinemati region.

Fig. 3. Expeted statistial errors of the AN measurement of �0 at PHENIX om-pared with those at E704.



First Polarized Proton Collisions at PHENIX 3771Another AN measurement we performed at another ollision point (alled�12 o'lok area�) at RHIC is a very forward region measurement with a leadtungstate (PbWO4) alorimeter. The alorimeter was loated at upstreamof the last dipole magnet at the ollision point. Sine all harged partilesfrom interations at the ollision point were swept out by the dipole magnet,just neutral partiles were observed. The detetor was on�gured by thealorimeter, a pre-shower detetor, and two sintillators to veto neutronsfor photon and �0 asymmetry measurement, and to identify neutrons forneutron asymmetry measurement.The goal of the measurement is a development of new polarimeter to in-stall at PHENIX in the future. If there is �nite AN in these measurements,we an use the data to on�rm spin dynamis at PHENIX. This is impor-tant for the operation with spin rotators at PHENIX in the 2002�2003 run.We will implement position sensitive ounters in the Zero Degree Calorime-ter (ZDC) at PHENIX, and use the AN of neutron at the very forward regionas a polarimeter. 4. Summary and outlookThe RHIC started operation as a polarized proton ollider. We tookdata of transversely polarized proton ollisions at ps = 200GeV for the ANmeasurements of many hannels with the PHENIX detetor. The AN of�0s, harged hadrons, and muons will be shown in the near future. We alsotook data of neutral partiles in the very forward region at the 12 o'lokarea. This will be applied for the polarimeter at PHENIX in the 2002�2003run. We will take data of longitudinally polarized proton ollisions in thisrun for the gluon polarization measurement [7℄.REFERENCES[1℄ D.P. Morrison, Nul. Phys. A638, 565 (1998); N. Saito, Nul. Phys. A638,575 (1998).[2℄ D.L. Adams et al., Phys. Lett. B261, 201 (1991); Phys. Lett. B264, 462 (1991);A. Bravar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 2626 (1996).[3℄ J. Qiu, G. Sterman, Phys. Rev. D59, 014004 (1999).[4℄ M. Anselmino, et al., Phys. Rev. D60, 054027 (1999).[5℄ D.L. Adams, et al., Phys. Rev. D53, 4747 (1996).[6℄ S. Saro�, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 995 (1990).[7℄ Y. Goto, Proeedings of the 14th International Spin Physis Symposium,Ed. K. Hatanaka et al., p. 442 (2001).


